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ABSTRACT
Objectives: Clinical reasoning is at the heart of clinical work; it is affected by different field
factors. A clear understanding of the reasoning process could solve practitioners' problems
on how to make their underlying theories, assumptions and values more explicit. The aim
of this research is to understand how clinical reasoning process is formed in the context of
occupational therapists working in different clinical settings in Iran.
Methods: A purposeful and theoretical sampling of 15 occupational therapists working in
clinical settings was performed through semi-structured interviews. All the data were recorded,
transcribed, and analyzed using Strauss and Corbin’s (2008) grounded theory approach and
constant comparative analyses.
Results: Conceptual model was developed to explain the relationships among the main
categories extracted through the grounded theory. Achieve an observable change emerged as
the core category. Other important categories linked to the core category were, performing the
continuum of clinical reasoning, context of clinical reasoning, and effective factors in clinical
reasoning.
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Discussion: Findings showed that achieving an observable change in the client was the
main consequence of the action/interaction strategies. Some facilitating factors related to
the therapist, helped to process reasoning with a holistic and client-centered view, while also
helping to develop the self-belief and professional identity. The dominance of medical views
and a lack of health insurance were two intervening factors that constrained the dynamics of
clinical reasoning within the context of practice.
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1. Introduction

ince occupational therapy was established
as a profession, it has evolved in response
to the economic, political, medical and social demands of the time [1]. In the 21st century, the aim of occupational therapists was
to develop and perform purposeful clinical programs to
maximize service users’ independence and quality of life.
Within such a context, the process of rehabilitation seeks
solutions within unclear and changing situations [2, 3].
A considerable volume of research on the thinking processes and clinical reasoning of the occupational therapists has been conducted in developed countries over the
last 40 years, and many researchers have attempted to
explore the phenomenon and provide a clear definition
of clinical reasoning [3-6]. Clinical reasoning lies at the
heart of clinical practice and is a complicated, cognitive
process for solving problems and making decisions [5,
7]. Moreover, clinical reasoning is a context-dependent
process that guides occupational therapists to plan, direct,
perform and reflect upon client care [8]. Clinical reasoning needs to be considered within authentic relationships,
such as those held with clients and colleagues [9].
Clinical reasoning is dynamic and can be investigated
in real-life situations and in response to current practice
demands [10, 11]. The different methods of reasoning
explained in occupational therapy are as follows: interactive, conditional, narrative, procedural, pragmatic, ethical and generalization [11]. Some clinical/professional
reasoning models have been stated to explain this complex phenomenon. Schell’s Ecological Model (2006)
defines professional reasoning as a process directly associated with therapy action, which is shaped by factors
intrinsic to the therapist and client, as well as extrinsic
factors in the practice context. Unsworth’s (2004) conceptualized the three-tier hierarchy of clinical reasoning.
At the top of this model is the therapist’s moral beliefs
and socio-cultural perspective (worldview) which influence and modify all the other modes of reasoning. Some
researchers have employed these models and classifications and have studied clinical reasoning, manifesting
the complications of clinical practice by identifying the
various dimensions of occupational therapists’ thought
process [5, 6, 12, 13].
Previous and current research has proved that there are
different factors affecting occupational therapists’ practice.
These factors include the balance or lack of it between
personal and professional dynamics, politics related to the
profession, historical background and existing expecta-
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tions in a specific clinical setting. Furthermore, it has been
proven that therapists’ reasoning is also affected by internal conditions such as therapists’ own physical and mental
experiences. These, in turn, are affected by external factors
including the culture and practice contexts that constitute
the worldview of the therapist [4, 12, 14-19].
A more profound understanding of the factors affecting clinical reasoning helps in facilitating the design and
implementation of culturally appropriate interventions
that in turn can significantly lead to problem solving [20,
21]. This article aims to identify the clinical reasoning of
occupational therapists within different clinical settings,
considering the contextual factors affecting therapists’
reasoning from a therapists’ perspective.

2. Methods
Research design
This article constitutes a part of the thesis titled: The
process of Clinical Reasoning in Occupational Therapists, which is guided by grounded theory. Grounded
theory is used to recognize, explain and show relations
between hitherto undiscovered variables with the aim of
exploring a phenomenon from a new perspective, and
thereby deriving conceptual and theoretical bases for the
reasoning processes from the collected data. The decision of what and where to collect the next set of data is
guided by the developing theory [22-25]. Clinical reasoning is a process formed by interactions of a contextual and interpersonal nature. Therefore, this qualitative
research method can be used to explore the understanding and experiences of occupational therapists as part of
the clinical reasoning process.
Participants
The research included participation by 15 occupational
therapists who were selected using purposeful sampling
method. Sampling started from an occupational therapy
department in a school of rehabilitation and thereafter
extended to three private rehabilitation centers, three
university hospitals and day centers. Six practitioners
and a faculty member with at least three years’ experience were interviewed, after which theoretical sampling
was conducted to get a clearer perception of the concept
of the ‘clinical reasoning setting’ based on research data,
categories and special properties appearing in each category. Subsequently, the effect of some factors, such as
educational level and professional field on the clinical
reasoning were studied. To do this, a complementary
interview was conducted with eight other occupational
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Table 1. Participant demographic data
No.

Gender

Area of Practice

Setting

Job Experience

Educational Level

1

Female

Adult physical dysfunction

State clinic

3

MSc.

2

Female

Adult physical dysfunction

State hospital

12

MSc.

3

Female

Adult physical dysfunction

Private clinic

22

PhD candidate

4

Male

Child physical dysfunction

Private clinic

8

BSc.

5

Male

Child physical dysfunction

Private clinic

5

MSc.

6

Male

Child physical dysfunction

State hospital

7

BSc.

7

Female

Child and adult physical
dysfunction

State hospital

8

MSc.

8

Female

Adult physical dysfunction

State hospital

19

PhD candidate

9

Female

Adult mental health

State clinc

6

MSc.

10

Male

Child physical dysfunction

Private clinic

10

PhD candidate in
neuroscience

11

Male

Child physical and mental
dysfunction

Private clinic

10

PhD candidate

12

Male

Child physical dysfunction

State hospital

13

MSc.

13

Male

Child and adult physical
dysfunction

Private clinic

16

PhD candidate

14

Female

Adult mental health

State hospital

9

MSc.

15

Female

Child mental health

Private clinic

5

PhD candidate

therapists working at private outpatient settings and state
hospitals (Table 1).
Data gathering method
After sampling had finished the study proceeded using the grounded theory approach [24]. Purposeful sampling was implemented to provide maximum diversity
in participant selection. The interviews were conducted
by a PhD. candidate who had been working as a faculty
member for 26 years. Some data (collated via telephone
or in person) on the research and its aims were given
to experienced faculty members of occupational therapy
departments at three faculties of rehabilitation, as well
as to occupational therapists working in hospital and
outpatient settings. Eleven interviews took place at the
rehabilitation faculties, and four interviews were further
conducted at the interviewers’ workplaces. Two of the
interviews were interviewed twice in order to clarify
some ambiguities.
Semi-structured interviewing was used as the main
tool for data collection. Interviews started with general
open-ended questions such as ‘How do you begin with

a client?’; ‘Tell me more about the reasons for this decision?’ and ‘What factors influence your decisions?
Subsequent questioning was based on the findings of the
initial interviews and proceeded according to theoretical
sampling using more precise and detailed questions. The
interviews were for 20–70 minutes, and field notes were
recorded by interviewer following each interview. After
the sixth interview video permission was only issued for
four sessions, and therefore, four therapy sessions were
videotaped and observed.
The observer did not participate in any activity undertaken by the participant, and the video was utilized
during interviews when the researcher asked interviews
about their observed encounters. Feedback or prompting questions regarding observed behaviors served to
prompt recollections and awareness of thinking and
enable practitioners to verbalize their reasoning and explain the rationale for it. All interviews were taped and
transcribed verbatim.
The data were analyzed using the constant comparative
method. Interviews were conducted, recordings transcribed
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and data analyzed simultaneously. In fact, each interview
provided direction for the ensuing one. All information extracted from the interviews, field notes and memos were
analyzed using the Strauss and Corbin grounded-theory
approach [24]. At this stage, the data were investigated
line by line, after which the existing process was assigned,
and the basic patterns were conceptualized.
Coding was performed using the participants’ own
words or by the reasoning of the research team according to concepts within the data. At the open coding level,
the primary classification was formed and the codes were
classified according to their properties. At the general
level of analysis and interpretation, the researcher considered all conditions, actions or interactions and consequences, comparing different categories and creating
subcategories that shared common properties within the
same category. Exploring the relations between the categories and subcategories is the most important guide to
the axial coding level of the theory. Selective coding was
used to integrate categories into a theoretical scheme and
to fill in any category that remained underdeveloped [26].
The base of the selected coding was the description of
the main pattern that emerged within this study: ‘reaching an observable change’. This is a repetitive variable
that can create linkages among the categories. The data
collection and analysis continued until data saturation
occurred; that is, when no new category could be found
through additional interviews. To maintain trustworthiness, several methods and maximum variation of
sampling (choosing different participants from various
settings, different academic degrees with various job experiences) were employed to enrich the obtained data.
We also used member checking, peer checking, writing
memo notes and reflexivity as some strategies to increase trustworthiness of the study results [25].
To increase data transferability, all research processes
were documented and 30%–40% of the transcripts were
peer reviewed by qualitative research specialists. Finally,
three supervisors, a qualitative researcher and three participants discussed and revised the extracted categories
and subcategories.
Ethics
The research proposal was approved by an ethics committee of Iran University of Medical Sciences. Informed
consent was taken by all the participants. In order to
maintain the participants’ privacy and confidentiality,
only the interviewer and the interviewee were present
when the interviews were being conducted. Furthermore,
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in order to maintain anonymity, all manuscripts and audio files were coded. All participants were informed that
they could withdraw from the study at any time and that
they could take their audio files and transcript with them.

3. Results
Four main categories and 9 subcategories were extracted from our data via the grounded approach, enabling
us to develop the conceptual model illustrated in Figure 1. Reaching an observable change was identified as
the core category which occurred in the following three
main categories: performing the continuum of clinical
reasoning, context of clinical reasoning, and effective
factors in clinical reasoning.
Causal condition
Causal condition is conceptualized as a set of events
and situations that influence the emergence or development of reaching an observable change, which in turn
can influence the clinical reasoning of an occupational
therapist. The clients’ awareness and understanding of
their disease, as well as their related problems can influence the clinical outcome.
‘That how much the patients have accepted their illnesses and how much they are familiar with the situation, how much information they have about their illnesses…are they willing to help themselves, this issue is
so important that can affect our clinical reasoning.’
Some participants that worked in the hospital during
the study declared that the acceptance of the patient’s
awareness of his own illness was impacted by social beliefs and the label that the patient extrapolated via such
social beliefs. This means that the therapist has to spend
some time with the patient correcting this viewpoint:
‘Some patients really do not consider [mental] hospitalization as a treatment, but it seems to them like a kind
of punishment. This is a negative matter and overshadows our activity. The patient thinks that he is guilty and
he must be in jail for some time… we have to try hard
to clear his mind of the statements he has heard and go
along with the course of treatment.’
In some instances, intervention is performed based
upon the limitations of the client in accessing occupational therapy services. In such situations, interventions
may be carried out by the client or their caregiver after
relevant training by a therapist.
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of clinical reasoning process of occupational therapy
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of clinical reasoning process of occupational therapy
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in planning and determining the therapist’s treatment
Acknowledgment
All participants including those in the hospital and day
goals. Most
occupational therapists in this research detercenter consider precise evaluation tools, such as stanmined their goals and started clinical intervention on the
dardized
and validated
necessary inupon
order the
to remain
basis of their clients’
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held, the use of assistive devices and interventions.
‘One thing that I think may strengthen, or conversely
‘I think the financial status of the family affects the
weaken; our clinical reasoning process is that we cannot
treatment. If she can attend regularly… she can have a 20 have very exact evaluation tools for client’s problems…
in order to have better reasoning.’
good prognosis, but unfortunately some cannot continue
because of their financial status … then refer her to other
Context
centers or a government center.’
Extending our findings further, the conditions of the
clinical environment, such as achieving expected income and lack of recognition of Occupational Therapy
were effective in a goal setting and intervention.

Based on the conceptual model, context is a set of conditions in which a phenomenon is happening and people
react through the action-interaction strategy. Occupational therapists begin their reasoning using a number of
different strategies, which are affected by the conditions
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of the therapist and client within a specific context. For
example, the context of the clinical environment determines the type of change. In a hospital context, the therapist considers the doctor’s goals and focuses on resolving
the symptoms, after which the, client will be discharged
according to the doctor’s decision. In the day center, the
occupational therapist often tries to change the client’s
performance and environment. The process of clinical
reasoning may continue for the changes considered by
the occupational therapist, but the therapist is trying to
challenge and create changes that are tangible for the
client or the clinical team. Occupational therapists who
were working in a hospital assessed the symptoms and
effects in order to confirm the diagnosis provided by a
doctor and any para-clinical information.
‘The first matter in our job is the diagnosis by the doctor. It directs the occupational therapist’s mind to a specific
group… the things that are important after the doctor’s
prescription are the results of x-rays, MRI and then the
background we obtain from the patient. These form a frame
in our mind… and a judgment would form within us.’
Conversely, some experienced participants who were
working in a day center did not consider the doctor’s
diagnosis first; they often established the effect of the
disease on the client and his environment by applying
different assessment methods in occupational therapy.
‘… Assessment is important to us anyway, but the problem
as to why the client has come is the most important. The
diagnosis of the doctor may not be correct in some cases.’
Intervening conditions
Intervening conditions either facilitate or constrain action-interaction strategies in the specific context. Some
participants declared that self-belief had a positive effect on
the therapist’s clinical reasoning from the very beginning.
‘Most colleagues do not have a strong belief in the effectiveness of occupational therapy and rehabilitation.
It is very important that the therapist should believe that
he or she has the ability to bring about an effective cure
to the client’s condition.’
Intervening conditions such as experience and the educational level of the therapist were factors that affected
clinical reasoning within the day centers. Those participants who were mentors or PhD students and who
worked in day centers believed that they need to view
their clients with a holistic perspective. This holistic ap-
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proach is effective in increasing client satisfaction within
and throughout the treatment process.
‘Depending on therapist’s perspective… treatment can
be continued because our patient(s) not only suffer from
physical problems, but also suffer some emotional, mental and social problems; therefore, treatment program(s)
can continue to resolve these problems.’
Some participants who were not faculty members believed that therapists should be in touch with new data in
order to review their knowledge in practice. However, there
are some limitations that allow easy access to new data and
also they don’t know how to use evidence based practice.
‘Sometimes I am faced with a dead end… I know I am
imperfect in my knowledge… I should not only maneuver
on my own experiences, here it is important to work with
new evidence …. to study or attend re-education classes
can be effective but for all isn’t possible.’
Action interaction strategies
Action interaction strategies are purposeful or deliberate acts which shape a phenomenon in some way. Looking for changes resulting from illness is the first step that
the therapist uses to assess and gather data. The occupational therapist uses different assessment methods such
as observation, interview, and implementation of clinical tests to diagnose the problems caused by illness. If
the client has been referred by a medical physician, the
occupational therapist would assess the effects of the
disease on the client’s activity, considering the doctor’s
diagnosis and paraclinical information.
‘The first matter in our job is the diagnosis by the doctor. It directs the occupational therapist’s mind to a specific
group … the things that are important after the doctor’s
prescription are the results of x-rays, MRI … and then the
background we obtain from the patient. These form a frame
in our mind… and a judgment would form within us.’
Participants who work in day center stated that they
provided information about the illness and occupational
therapy services as an action-interaction strategy in order
to obtain the trust and cooperation of the client and their
family as an outcome.
‘First we inform him … explain to him what his problem
is. You may not believe this, but most of the clients with
stroke do not know that they have had a cerebral stroke.
We have to explain ... We make the patient trust us.’
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Organizing and planning referred to those strategies
that the participants used for organizing and determining their goals, intuitively and intelligently, when considering assessment results. The participants who work
in hospital settings organize information based on their
knowledge or intuitive experience irrespective of the clients’ preferences.
‘… A general view would be created in our mind by assessing the client’s problem and which group [disorder]
it fits into, in other words which group it goes in.’
The therapists who work at day centers intelligently organize the information according to the clients’ preferences.
‘We have to consider what the main problem is, we first consider the problem that the family has and then we try to assess
[it]. We organize our goal and planning [with the family] considering the problem and try to solve the problem.’
Deliberation and intervention performance is another
strategy that participants considered that were based on
their world view, client’s conditions and clinical setting.
‘I directly perform my technical interventions during
assessment of the client….often assessment and performing interventions are being done at the same time.’
Participants who were faculty members considered it
necessary to do a holistic assessment before making any
decision or performing interventions for the client.
‘I assess the client in some treatment sessions ... I determine the treatment goals with client ... And then perform the interventions based on client’s conditions.’
Looking for the dynamics and reliability of reasoning
is the other strategy that participants start monitoring
their decisions. Some participants start to evaluate their
interventions through client feedback.

September 2017, Volume 15, Number 3

ress, I usually try to think again to see if I can make some
changes and I study new things too.’
Finally, through this dynamic and cooperative process,
an observable change is made for the client.

4. Discussion
The study used grounded theory to explore the process
of clinical reasoning among occupational therapists in
Iranian context. According to the findings, some facilitating or constraining conditions influenced the therapist’s reasoning strategies and achieved an observable
change in the client. Some facilitating conditions related
to the therapists, such as experience and acquisition of
up to date knowledge and reflective skills, helped them
to process their reasoning with a holistic and client-centered view. This issue influences the therapist’s belief in
the effectiveness of their role and their professional identity. However, the dominance of the medical perspective
and lack of health insurance are intervening factors that
constrained action/interaction strategies, as well as the
dynamics of clinical reasoning in the practice context.
Dominance of the medical point of view in hospital setting led to the therapist merely finding and diagnosing
the symptoms of the illness as an outcome seeking out
changes resulting from an illness strategy. In day centers,
therapists used this strategy to find the influence of the
symptoms on functional performance; this issue might
influence the therapist’s belief in the effectiveness of
their roles [27-29]. The client’s awareness of the illness
and occupational therapy services are either facilitated
or constrained by therapist’s action; also the acceptance
of the problem and the winning the client’s trust were
those consequences that therapist expects to achieve for
the client within the first phase of clinical reasoning.

Participants who were either trainers or faculty members believed in evaluating their decisions continuously
and reflecting upon both existing and new data in order
to get good or ideal results.

In day centers, the therapist took into consideration the
clients’ awareness of the disease and their priorities and
subsequently tried to establish and sustain a cooperative
relationship with the client and family by making them
aware of the illness and the services occupational therapy could offer them. The ability to communicate these
requirements involved learning and utilizing a range of
interpersonal skills as described by Taylor [30] in the intentional relationship model, as well as the findings of
some other researchers [31, 32].

‘When we see good results, after a month or two, we
evaluate again, and I check elementary results by that to
see how much improvement we have had, what we need,
what we did not pay attention to… in the case of no prog-

The participants declared that some clients and their
families were affected by traditional societal beliefs
about the illness due to cultural perspectives. The traditional view of the Iranian society regarding people

‘First I evaluate and then I take a feedback ... Has the
client had any progress that he/she expected from the
treatment? Does he/she feel better?’
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with disability is piteous [33]. The implication that the
clients have for their disease directly affects the process
of therapy [34]. Occupational therapists who have been
working at day centers categorize their evaluation data in
consideration of their clients’ conditions and priorities.
This issue might increase the level of cooperation between the therapist and client throughout the therapy
process. The participants declared that it is not possible
to work in such a way in the hospital setting and that
occupational therapists determine goals in hospitals in
cooperation with the treatment team. The results of this
research confirm the findings of other research studies
in showing that occupational therapists categorize and
formulize the data from assessments under the effects of
organizational constraints and that these have a significant impact on what is possible [32, 34, 35].
The participants declared that they deliberated and
performed interventions to make changes according to
the needs of the client or the expectation of the treatment team. The client’s socio-economic circumstances
and health insurance were conditions that determined
the performance of clinical intervention. In this research,
participants stated that they often referred their clients
with low income to a government agency. A lack of
health insurance limited the range of clinical options
available to occupation therapists. Subsequently, many
studies have pointed out the significance of this factor as
part of the clinical reasoning process [36-39].
All the participants within the study were looking for
dynamics and reliability while performing clinical interventions at a specific time in order to be sure of accuracy and the effect of performed intervention through
consistent evaluation, feedback and reflection. Those
participants with more clinical experience performed
consistent evaluations according to a specific timetable
and performed clinical interventions, gaining feedback
regarding the clients and their families’ satisfaction, as
well as their treatment teams’ expectations in day centers and hospitals. Those participants who were faculty
members and trainers believed that clinical reasoning
meant consistently analyzing, criticizing and exploring
the data received from both previous and present conditions, while also reviewing the experiments and errors.
When the therapist did not receive the expected result, it
was necessary to review their errors and knowledge by
searching for evidence that could potentially reduce the
possibility repeating those errors.
The therapist used rethinking and critical thinking to
give meaning to clinical reasoning. The clinical reason-
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ing process is dependent upon critical thinking and is
influenced by a person’s attitude, philosophical perspective and preconceptions [40-43]. The participants considered having feedback from the client, or the clients’
families, and used valid tools for gathering data as important factors in decreasing errors in clinical reasoning.
Receiving feedback and discussing the clinical activities
can determine the level of success and failure [44, 45].

5. Conclusion
This research focused on achieving an observable
change in the client using the action/interaction strategies. Some facilitating conditions related to the therapist
helped to process reasoning with a holistic and clientcentered view, while also helping to develop the self-belief and professional identity. The dominance of medical
views and a lack of health insurance were two intervening factors that constrained the dynamics of clinical reasoning within the context of practice.
In these circumstances, reviewing the curriculum of
occupational therapy, updating knowledge by participating in re-educating course or workshops, and sharing
experiences, understandings and negotiating outcomes
in international, national or other health sciences conferences and congresses, might facilitate clinical reasoning
process and develop a professional identity in this social
context. The need for more qualitative and quantitative
research on or related to this subject is raised if the greater knowledge that is to be obtained can make clinical
services more effective in this context.
In this study, according to theoretical sampling, the data
were gathered from different samples. The small numbers
of participants in the samples limits the research and the
results cannot be generalized to all occupational therapists.
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